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Dear Participant 

 

 

 

We look forward to Monday’s third meeting of the maths and science learner support programmes community 

for effective practice. The objectives of the first two meetings of this community were to: 

 

• share research; 

• identify what is required to accelerate the spread of successful maths and science programme 

objectives; 

• identify and spread working practice; 

• create a collaborative process to identify critical success factors in maths and science 

interventions for both pre and post Grade 12;  

• maximise resources for maximum results; and 

• contribute to the improved performance of the whole system. 

 

Since the community’s last meeting on 21 February 2011, the focus groups of the community have made 

progress, as detailed below: 

 

On 9 March 2011, the focus group on Tertiary Access met and agreed to document the chain of 

events, and its critical links, from the time that learners select subjects to the time they access the 

world of work. The group also agreed to create and populate a database of organisations that deal 

with tertiary access and bursaries, as well as to engage government through FNB and Tshikululu in 

order to bring department representatives into the group’s discussions. 

 

On 28 March 2011, the focus group on Learner Selection met and agreed to start a stakeholder-

mapping exercise, as well as to conduct colloquia in order to consider various methods of learner 

selection and their impact. One proposal for forthcoming colloquia was to consider the different 

approaches of the St Stithian’s and St Mary’s Saturday Schools.  

 

On 11 April 2011, the focus group on Monitoring and Evaluation hosted a colloquium on M&E in a 

development context, focusing on applications of M&E to the SciBono Sasol Inzalo Foundation 

Saturday school (previously the SciBono Sasol Saturday School), and entitled “Evaluation for what 

purpose? A case study: the SciBono Sasol Inzalo Saturday School”. Speakers were Michael Peter (Sci-

Bono), Marietjie Vosloo (Sasol Inzalo Foundation), Cynthia Malinga (Sasol Inzalo Foundation) and 

Marthi Harmse (Sasol). A discussion on the presentations was led by Jennifer Bisgard of Khulisa. 

 

On 20 April 2011, the focus group on Saturday and After-hours Schools met and agreed to a database 

development and stakeholder-mapping process, not only so that they can establish who is doing what 

where, but also so that they can identify needs and share resources. A googledoc spreadsheet has 

been drafted and is currently being circulated amongst members of this focus group.  

 

The focus groups have acknowledged that there is an overlapping of interests amongst them and a 

suggestion has been to consider using the St Stithian’s and St Mary’s case study as the focus of the 

next M&E colloquium while at the same time allowing for a focus on learner selection approaches. 

Similarly, database development amongst the focus groups is being dovetailed.  

 



In working with communities for effective practice, Bridge has the following objectives: 

 

 

• The contribution of the community to the whole system; 

• Creating common purpose, peer support and trust among stakeholders. 

• The maximising of resources by the community; 

• The spread of effective practice within the community and its associated stakeholders (horizontal 

integration); and   

• The vertical integration of policy and practice. 

 

 

Progress is as follows:  

 

In the community, we have maximised resources by understanding what tools, materials and processes we 

have that we can share with each other. The Saturday Schools focus group has agreed to share database 

information focusing not only on the details of programmes but also on the resources that programmes need 

or are willing to share. Additionally, the tertiary access and learner selection focus groups have agreed to start 

stakeholder-mapping exercises so that there can be a leveraging of resources and creation of partnerships 

where necessary. The learner selection focus group has created a document library as a resource-sharing tool 

on the Bridge social network so that tests and selection methods can be shared. This is because it recognises 

that a more accurate gauge of potential needs to be developed through collaborative engagement. The M&E 

focus group has agreed to share examples of evaluation in real development contexts, as well as tools and 

templates on the Bridge social network.  Several relationships are evolving from these engagements, such as 

that between the Sasol Inzalo Foundation and Khulisa.  

 

In the community, we have started to spread successful practice by, for example, getting an understanding of 

how to evaluate in a development context. An example of this is the colloquium held on applications of M&E 

to the SciBono Sasol Inzalo Foundation Saturday school. A critical lesson from this colloquium has to do with 

the role of the funder in development. What this means for us in our different roles is, as funders we need to 

be flexible and engaged at all levels of the intervention as well as perform as partners and not just funders; as 

civil society we need to ensure that we build this into our design; as academics we need to research the impact 

of such relationships; and as policy-makers we need to ensure this is built into the implementation of our 

policy.  

 

The sharing that is taking place amongst community members indicates the development of trusting 

relationships and greater levels of peer support. The session on Monday 9 May will be building on our last 

session as well as the work of the focus groups through the deepening of our understanding and the 

identification of the root challenges we are trying to address. This will help us understand how the work of this 

community for effective practice is contributing to systemic change in the education sector.  

 

 

 

We look forward to your participation. 

 

 

 

Best wishes 

 

The Bridge Team 


